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Operational
147.090(+) MHz

PRESIDENT’S WORDS:
I am certainly happy to see the increased support for the KARC, as shown at the last meeting. People are
ready to volunteer to do the tasks necessary to maintain an organization which is of use to its members. The
increased participation in the weekly net shows interest in the club.
Programs and events, both at and outside the meetings, will provide something of interest to most of the
amateurs in the area. This should increase membership and club activity.
A motion to form a succession of executive members will be presented at this meeting. Hopefully, we
can provide continuity and an ease of electing officers in the future.
I look forward to seeing a good turnout at the end of the month brunches.
President: Ron VE3IDW



From the Editor:
Congratulations to all those on the New Executive for the year 2007.
You wanted articles to read - and I thought this was going to be a rather short newsletter - and you have
them once again. Thanks to Chip and his article you have some good reading ahead…………….
But please keep those articles and pictures coming, this is what makes your newsletter.
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Every TUESDAY at 7:30 p.m. K.A.R.C. Net VE3KBR
SCHEDULE OF NET CONTROL STATIONS:
February, 2007

March, 2007

April, 2007

6 Feb - VE3IDW
13 Feb - VE3CLQ
20 Feb - VE3NFU
27 Feb - VA3ZE

6 Mar - VE3CAK
13 Mar - VE3NFU
20 Mar - VE3RPF
27 Mar - VA3ZE

3 Apr - VE3VJF
10 Apr - VE3JPW
17 Apr - VE3IDW
24 Apr - VE3CLQ

If there are any conflicts please contact Bill at ve7cvq@rac.ca and we'll juggle a few things.

The net script has been posted on the Website

Every Saturday - Breakfast at Smitty’s. Starts at 8:00 a.m. but come early, chat and mingle.



The Third MONDAY of every month at 7:00 p.m. is the A.R.E.S.
REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING at the Woodbine Firehall, second
floor.
There is a now a repeater, VA3FOY 147.285(+) at Bancroft. Licensee is
Doug Peckhover.



KARC Web page designed and maintained by:
VA3KGB, Chip
http://www.ve3kbr.com
Publication Schedule of the KARC Newsletter will be February 28, 2007
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OF INTEREST
PLEASE NOTE: Lanark/North Leeds ARES
The Lanark/North Leeds ARES Group has added a new repeater to their network. VE3HTN, 146.865,
located near Toledo about 10k south of Smiths Falls, is now connected to VA3TEL 145.030; Christie Lake,
VE3KJG 146.640; and Tweed, 145.370. These repeaters provide coverage from Trenton to Ottawa and
Pembroke to the St. Lawrence River area in the neighbourhood of Brockville. There are no PL tones, IRLP
(2947) is available from any connected repeater and a phone patch is available in to the areas of Perth, Smiths
Falls and Brockville. All repeaters are linked full time.

As of Thursday, December 14, 2006 the Kingston Fun Net (KFN) has gone off the air. There was very little
response so the decision was made to end it.
This notice will appear in newsletters for the next few months for those who missed the first printing.


CLUB AND MEMBER NEWS
Terry, VE3TRM, had knee surgery in late January.
Don, VE3MNE, had his surgery on Wednesday, January 31st and is now in Step down – all the Best, Don.

Sincere Sympathy to Doug, VE3DUG, on the loss of his beloved wife, Audrey, on January 28, 2007.

CLUB BRUNCH: On the last Sunday of every month there will be a club brunch at various venues. This
is an opportunity to treat your spouse to brunch and fellowship with members of the club and their spouses; this
is not a ‘couples’ brunch – all members are encouraged to attend. The venue and time will be announced at the
monthly meetings. The first brunch was held at Doffer’s on Sunday, January 28, 2007 and was enjoyed by all.
Good turnout as well!!!


DATES FOR YOUR CALENDAR
KARC/QARC 60th Anniversary Dinner
th

On Saturday, April 28 , 2007 there will be a joint Anniversary Dinner held by the Quinte Amateur Radio
Club and the Kingston Amateur Radio Club.
The dinner has been booked for the Lion’s Hall in Napanee.
Final arrangements are not confirmed but we will keep you posted well in advance of the date of the dinner.
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KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
HAM FLEAMARKET
Kingston, Ontario
2007
Date: Saturday Sept. 15, 2007
Location: Drill Hall Alpha, Vimy Barracks, CFB Kingston
(Hall Alpha is located at the back of the Forde Building)
East of Kingston on Hwy #2
South of the Communications Museum
Talk in will be on the VE3KBR repeater, 146.940 (-)
Opening times: Vendors (for setup): 7:00 a.m.
Doors open at: 9:00 a.m.
Cost: $10.00 per table (includes admission fee)
Admission: $5.00
There will be Door Prizes as well as a 50/50 Draw
Tables or other information is available by sending an email to:
ve3ffr@sympatico.ca
A map of directions will be placed on the Club Web Site:
www.ve3kbr.com
Doug, VE3FFR
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“AN INVITATION”

WEDDING RECEPTION GET TOGETHER
Marilyn and Chip, VA3KGB
are holding a Wedding Reception Get Together

Saturday, February 17, 2007
8:00 P.M.
At Selby Hall
Just north of Napanee on Highway 41

BEST WISHES ONLY!!!!
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Visit to Two Floating Amateur Radio Stations
(While on his honeymoon, Chip did some sightseeing and where else would he go but to look at radio rooms
and take pictures. This is his article on what he did and saw while in California…..Ed)

W6LV, S.S. Lane Victory, Pier 94, San Pedro, California.
Marilyn and I have just returned from a cruise to the Mexican Riviera and Los Angeles. It was partly our
honeymoon cruise and a surprise birthday present for Tom, VE3XTA, from B.C., a former member of Kingston
A.R.C. While waiting to board the cruise ship, Norwegian Star, in Los Angeles on Wednesday 17 Jan 2007, we
spotted the S.S. Lane Victory from the cruise ship dock and after we got ourselves checked into our cabins
Tom and I walked around to visit the S.S. Lane Victory on the adjoining pier. The Lane Victory is a restored
naval ship, which is a national historic monument, and a floating museum, which also has day trips where WWI
and WWII fighters attack them.
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THE LANE VICTORY
On the way around to the Lane Victory we put out a call to W6LV on the frequency listed on their website. I
had preprogrammed the handheld, but we got no reply. I knew from their website that they would be
monitoring on Wednesday but I had written down 1300 hrs as the opening time instead of closing time. When
we arrived at the ship, they told us that the Amateurs had left about 30 minutes prior.
Tom and I took a quick look through the one museum aboard ship, which also housed the Amateur Radio
Station W6LV. The Amateur Radio Club W6LV is located in an area starboard and forward on No. 4 Tween
deck. There are actually two sections that house museums and the volunteer tour guides will also open up the
bridge as well. We didn't have much time before we had to be back on the cruise ship, so a quick tour with
some commentary from our guide and then it was back to the Cruise ship to depart for the cruise. Tom and I
left comments on a QSL card and slipped it under the door of the radio room.

W6LV, S.S. Lane Victory Radio Room
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I did take a couple of pictures of the radio room through the window, lots of reflections, and one of the areas
housing the radio room. Should have taken two of that one, as it turned out a bit blurry.
W6LV currently operate regular schedules on every Wednesday from 0900 to 1300 hrs Los Angeles local time
(3 hours earlier than Kingston ON). They monitor on 147.300 MHZ-600, PL 110.9 on a regular basis. Their
regular schedules are with the SS Jeremiah O'Brien in San Francisco on 7.245 MHZ at 1030 Los Angeles local
time; the 10- 10 International Net on 28.800 MHZ at 1800 ZULU. W6RO, R.M.S. Queen Mary, Long Beach,
California
When we returned to Los Angeles at the end of the cruise, we spent a couple of days in Los Angeles. On the
day we arrived back and after we were checked into our Hotel it was off to HRO for window-shopping and
maybe even a buying spree. Surprise and probably some relief to the XYLs, Tom and I did not buy anything but
did pick up some equipment pamphlets.
The next day we took Los Angeles’s excellent transit system down to Long Beach to see the Queen Mary. A
full day pass is only $3.00! and it lets you go all over Los Angeles! Only problem we found out was that most
stores in downtown areas are not open until 11 am and we were dying for breakfast and more importantly
COFFEE! With directions we found our coffee shop and then it was onto the free shuttles over to the Queen
Mary. I had last visited the Queen Mary in the early 90s and was quite surprised to find a Soviet Project 641
class (NATO - Foxtrot class) sub B-427 that has acquired the name "Scorpion", tied up alongside the bow. B427 arrived in Long Beach in June 1998 and was opened for tours in July 1998. We opted for just the selfguided tour of the Queen Mary and forgo going down into the sub (at extra cost of course.)

THE QUEEN MARY
.
We took our time browsing through the Queen and all of its boutiques for souvenirs. (I don't remember there
being that many last visit.) Tom and I were batting at 100% as the W6RO radio room was closed. It was also
closed when I had visited in the 90s. Took some good photos through the windows and we also left QSL cards
for the station ops. The original radio room is actually located one deck above the original radio room.
Kingston Amateur News
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THE QUEEN MARY RADIO ROOM

QUEEN MARY RADIO ROOM
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“THE SCORPION” (AND THE QUEEN MARY)
During World War II, the Queen Mary was converted into a troopship after gutting her of her decor. At one
point she was carrying up to 16,000 troops who shared the bunks with two to three others during the five-day
trip across the Atlantic. During this time she was nicknamed the "Grey Ghost" as grey camouflage was her
paint scheme. Hitler even put a bounty of $250,000.00 to the U-Boat Captain who was successful in sinking
her.
The Queen Mary also operates as a Hotel where you can stay in their staterooms for a reasonable amount (if you
catch a good promotion which at the time I write this is $169.00 US a night for two persons.) The present
operators of the Queen Mary are presently in bankruptcy court after a dispute with the City of Long Beach.
As for the cruise ship, as Ron, VE3IDW can vouch for, ever since 911, tours of ships’ radio rooms and bridges
are not allowed for security reasons. However on the Norwegian Star, they had windows looking down into the
navigation and propulsion control systems on the bridge, which I’ll cover, in another article.
The web site for information on the S.S. Lane Victory is http://www.lanevictory.org .
Radio Room and Amateur Radio Club: http://www.lanevictory.org/radio.htm
Museums descriptions and photos: http://www.lanevictory.org/museum.htm
The website for the Queen Mary is: http://www.queenmary.com
Association Radio Amateurs of Long Beach (W6RO): http://www.aralb.org
There is a very good article including photos on the ARRL website titled "Onboard the RMS Queen Mary with
Amateur Radio Station W6RO" By Nate Brightman, K6OSC, January 11, 2007, and is available at:
http://www.arrl.org/news/features/2007/01/11/1/

Website for more information on the Soviet sub B-427 is: http://www.russiansublongbeach.com
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While at Knott’s Berry Farm in Los Angeles, my KARC ball cap was "borrowed" by Snoopy and worn by him.
I told him he could keep the hat if he gave me a radio, to which Snoopy promptly borrowed his bodyguard’s
radio and was chased by her for a few minutes prior to a show. Naturally she got her radio back and I was
given back my hat but not before it was up on stage with Snoopy!

SNOOPY AND CHIP’S KARC BALL CAP

Chip Chapman, VA3KGB
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CFS Alert
Part Two

RADIO OPERATIONS
In the beginning, all SIGINT traffic was encrypted and transmitted to Ottawa by high frequency
radio. Amateur radio was designated as an emergency backup to the HF link. Bill Robinson
provides excerpts regarding the early history of the HF link.
"G.J. Bury 9. provides more details on the transmitting arrangements. Transmitters: 10 kW at
southern end, using "compromise rhombic antenna", radio teletype with double frequency shift;
5 kW at northern terminal, using frequency diversity, with the same antenna system. Receivers:
both are equipped with rhombic antennas and conventional high quality receivers. Frequencies:
South to North: 5-16 Mc, North to South: 7.5-16 Mc. Monthly circuit availability in each
direction varies from about 40 to 93 per cent. Lower availability figures: 57% in 1960, 46% in
1961, 43% in 1962, 37% in Jan 1963. October to March is "the low availability period" for each
year, with less pronounced lows occurring at other times. The "mean efficiency" of the main HF
link in 1966 was only 67%. It used three, wire rhombic antennas10.
An LF-Troposcatter-Microwave circuit also existed from Alert to Ottawa (4200 km), with a
"fairly constant efficiency of 97 percent" [Pratley]. This circuit was described by Bury as
follows: A LF circuit "with both terminals north of the Arctic Circle and separated by 700 km"
[i.e., the distance between Alert and Thule]. Transmitters: each 3 kW, North end transmits at
245 kc and uses a 150 ft tower; South end transmits at 140 kc and uses 625-foot tower -- this
tower is "all that remains of an LF experimental navigation system". System was a radio teletype
circuit with error detection and correction equipment. Southern end patched into a tropospheric
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system, ultimate terminal in the southern part of the country: "circuit provides 95
percent availability all year around." [Bury]. This circuit was probably LF to Thule, tropo to
Cape Dyer, NWT then tropo over DEW systems and south to the domestic microwave system.
The tropo link from the eastern Arctic to southern Canada was established in 1956. The Thule to
Cape Dyer tropo link, primarily used for carrying BMEWS early warning data from Thule, was
"technically unsatisfactory" and "shut down in the early seventies." It was replaced by a tropo
link to Hall Beach, NWT. "Also technically unsatisfactory, this system was converted to satellite
in 1985, and the troposcatter system was discontinued.11."
CHALLENGES IN THE 1960's
This excerpt, taken from the Supplementary Radio Activities Consolidation Plan document dated
May 30, 1966, gives some idea as to the intelligence gathering challenges being faced the
planners. "It is estimated that by 1970 Soviet high echelon circuits will be virtually immune from
interception except where back-up circuits are called into use. [2 1/2 lines deleted]. Intelligence
on Soviet order of battle and on certain aspects of operations, already gleaned chiefly from lowpower, low echelon links, is not expected to be so seriously degraded. The very nature of the
intelligence required demands that traffic from the lower echelons be located and intercepted, for
it is this traffic, when analyzed in depth, which provides the valuable and unique intelligence.
The Director Communications Branch, National Research Council has indicated that CBNRC's
concept of combating these two main problems; the rapidly increasing volume and the need for
improved access to low power, low echelon circuits; is to rely chiefly on the scope of wide band
intercept and automatic processing and to move as geographically close as is feasible to the
USSR in order to extend the limits of coverage and so reach the low-power, low echelon circuits.
The technique of wide-band intercept permits a band of frequencies to be monitored by a simple
receiver and all signals heard on frequencies within that band to be recorded on electromagnetic
tape. Thus, by banking sufficient numbers of wide-band receivers, large portions of the spectrum
can be covered by comparatively few operators at strategically selected sites. The tapes can then
be flown to more civilized locations where they can be played back, the traffic analyzed and the
intelligence processed.
The disadvantage of complete reliance on this method is that the quantity of traffic taken and the
consequent number of operators and analysts required to process it preclude any practical
prospect of processing at remote stations. Thus, no immediate exploitation of an intercepted
signal is possible and there is a distinct risk of a critical signal [one line deleted] not being
recognized until its value has been abrogated. In addition there is inevitably a delay in deriving
the intelligence from the played-back tapes.
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In order to take advantage of the wide-band technique and yet to retain the necessary faculty for
prompt exploitation, and at the same time to concentrate the effort as far north as possible,
CBNRC envisages employing perhaps [deleted] wide-band positions and [deleted ] or nineteen
conventional narrow-band positions each at Alert and Inuvik. The tapes of the take from the
wide-band positions would then be flown to a less isolated station, preferably Ottawa Wireless
Station because of its proximity to CBNRC, for playback, analysis and processing while the
capability for timely exploitation would be preserved by the other [xxxxxxxx] or nineteen
positions and the steering, analysis and reporting staff at the stations. The optimum proportion of
rearward processing positions to forward wide-band intercept positions has yet to be determined.
CBNRC is studying this aspect now".
Ray White was an LRTS supervisor in 1967 (Long Range Technical Search) during one of his
tours of duty. "During my tour at Alert we operated some quite revolutionary equipment – for
that period – and most of it was sensitive to the point that we don't mention it even today.
There was one item, which came under my control, however, that affected all other operations
including the Administration, Engineering and other sections. The DOT Air Radio and the
Weather and Seismographic station all used the output of this piece of equipment. It was the
AN/GSQ-53 Time and Frequency Standard, which was a cesium beam device which controlled
all time and frequency devices. It had a computerized voice, which was carried on the station
telephone system and provided an accurate time comparison for the entire station. It was used to
regulate the line frequency of the electric power plant, for example. Within the Operations
section, however, we used the extremely accurate frequency standard for many electronic
applications, which I will not go into.
We compared the transmissions from Rugby, UK/MSF time signal on VLF and the US National
Bureau of Standards VLF transmission and adjusted our output to within the necessary
tolerances. We were told that the GSQ had accuracy in the range of parts of ten to the twelfth.
Such an awesome number we never questioned its accuracy.
It was necessary to keep unauthorized personnel at a distance from the GSQ, primarily to protect
the equipment from static electricity discharge, a common problem in the Arctic. We did have
one major outage during my tour, caused, we think, by the close proximity of one of the military
personnel cleaning the floors in the LRTS section. The GSQ ceased operation and, as they say,
the dominoes fell. Experts from CBNRC had to travel to Alert the following week to replace a
number of transistors followed by a long drawn out recalibration process.
The entire GSQ-53 was mounted in a standard electronic equipment cabinet and when installed
there was no room for additional equipment in the rack. There was a constant temperature oven
for the crystals but it was an unspectacular looking device, with the exception of the red nixie
lights constantly displaying the current UTC time. They would undoubtedly be a LCD setup
today. The connection bar at the rear used standard BNC connectors for the various applications
within operations".
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It was a significant part of the station operation and in LRTS it was a great aid for analyzing the
various systems we looked at. We never realized how the importance of the GSQ-53 to our
operation until we sustained our first outage".
With the arrival of wide band operations, the collected traffic was written to magnetic tape
and flown to Ottawa on the return leg of the replenishment flights. This had the positive effect of
increasing flight frequency to Alert.
While new antenna towers being erected at the transmitter site in 1964, an 80-foot tower
collapsed with a man in it at the 75-foot level. This happened during the annual resupply known
as "Operation Boxtop" Since a C-130 Hercules aircraft was available on the runway, the injured
person was placed into a Bombardier vehicle and rushed directly onto the Herc. Unfortunately he
died on way to hospital in Thule, Greenland.
A new 108 x 31 foot transmitter building was erected at Alert in 1975 and the interior finished in
1976. It was called Lancaster Hall and dedicated to the flyers killed in the 1950 Lancaster
accident. A memorial plaque was affixed to the building.

HADCS - THE MAIN COMMUNICATIONS LINK
In 1976, the Department of National Defence defined an operational requirement to develop a
new two-way, medium-data-rate (56 kbps) communications system3. from CFS Alert to Ottawa.
This system would include terrestrial radio repeater stations from Alert to Eureka, Northwest
Territories (now Nunavut) with a satellite link from Eureka to Ottawa. The proposed system
called for microwave repeater stations to have a transmitting level of 1 watt and a 30-watt power
supply draw at each station. Repeater stations were to be able to operate unattended for one year.
A report about battery research for the project was written by Gerard.D. Nagy, of the Defence
Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO). The Communications Security Establishment (CSE)
was directly involved in overseeing development of the system.
In March of the same year, Honeywell Incorporated was awarded a contract to build and test, by
July 1977, a demonstration radio repeater for use in an Arctic environment 12. The system
included two unattended radio repeater relay terminals, complete with receivers, transmitters and
power supplies, which were installed 24 to 25 miles from Alert. In this demonstration system,
signals were transmitted from the base station to the first repeater, back to the base station, then
on to the second repeater and back to the base station, providing four relay legs over
mountainous terrain, water and ice. The transmitted power for these terminals was around 100
mW, about one-tenth of the power required for the actual repeater stations. The mini-systems
were installed and tested during August and September of 1976 and were reported to have
worked well after a few installation and start-up problems 13. [I]n March of 1976, DREO was
tasked by DCEM to conduct a feasibility study of reliable, long-life, self-contained 30-watt
power supplies for operation in the Arctic. This study was done concurrently with the Honeywell
feasibility tests 14.
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In 1976, Telesat Canada conducted a "satellite space diversity propagation" experiment at Eureka
to determine if reliable communications could be established between there and Ottawa4. DREO
also undertook ANIK satellite investigations at Eureka, confirming in 1979 that such a link was
feasible5.
When studies showed that a reliable link was feasible, the High Arctic Data Communications
System (HADCS) was born and construction began in 1981. The plan included the installation of
two satellite earth stations in Eureka and six microwave repeater sites between Eureka and Alert
as part of Project Hurricane . The structural frames for the repeater stations were prefabricated
by Gascoigne Industrial Products Ltd., Toronto and assembled on site by Canadian Forces
engineers and a Gascoigne assembly foreman. HADCS was completed in the summer of 1982 6.
In Ottawa, the satellite link terminates at the Sir Leonard Tilley building8.
HADCS became Alert's primary means of communication to the south but due to the limited
capacity of the original HADCS system, a lot of the SIGINT collected at Alert was taken out on
data tapes on the frequent Hercules C-130 flights that serve the station.
The Eureka site was chosen because Alert is too far north to communicate directly with any
geosynchronous satellite. At Eureka's latitude, a geosynchronous communications satellite
directly south, would require a ground dish to be pointed horizontally. Satellites farther east or
west along that orbit would be below the horizon. Even at Eureka, it is necessary to use two
large, widely separated, antennas to achieve signal path diversity to the Anik satellite in order to
accommodate path differences. To increase the reception of the satellite signals, a second
satellite dish has been installed higher on the mountain dominating Skull Point, at an altitude of
approximately 1200 feet. This site is called Upper Paradise and works in parallel with Skull
Point in receiving the satellite's signals15.
In October 1992, DND published a request for "budgetary quotation and supporting information
for a 12-month High Arctic Data Communication System Upgrade definition study", with bids
due by 24 November 1992 7. This was probably the beginning of the HADCS II project. In
support of remote control operation of Alert, HADCS was upgraded to HADCS II around
August 1998. As part of a technical requirement, the link speed increased from 1.544 Mbps (T1)
to 6.312 Mbps (T2), a four-fold increase. Telesat Canada was the prime contractor for the
upgrade. HADCS II brought FAX capability, television channels and Internet access thus making
Alert much less the hardship post it once was. With the completion of the HADCS II link and the
rest of the remoting project, most, if not all, of the station's take is remoted live to CFS Leitrim,
which can now analyze the material in real-time, without the delay previously introduced by
waiting for delivery of the tapes.
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This is probably the Skull Point location as seen in April 1982. (Photo
courtesy Griff Toole, MSN Groups)

This is believed to be the Skull Point earth station as seen in summer.
Although barely visible, there is a microwave dish mounted on a tower
behind the second shelter from the right. (Image provided by Bill
Robinson)
(To be cont’d in next newsletter – Part Three: Operation Hurricane)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Kingston Amateur Radio Club Inc.

As of 23 January 2007
For period 18 Dec 2006 – 23 Jan 2007

INCOME

MEMBERSHIP
GENERAL

$225.00
$ 40.85

TOTAL INCOME

$265.85

EXPENSES
TOTAL EXPENSES

BALANCES

$ 0.00

KCCU
Dividend Savings
KCCU Shares

TOTAL CLUB ASSETS

George Kennedy, Treasurer, KARC
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$4422.06
$ 10.00
$ 150.00

$4582.06
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KARC AGENDA
Wednesday, February 7th, 2007
At Smitty’s Restaurant, back room
7:00 p.m.
1. Introduction of members
2. Additions and/or deletions
3. Minutes of Monthly Meeting Errors/Omissions
4. Treasurer's Report
5. Old Business
6. 50/50 Draw
7. New Business
1) Motion to change the method of selecting the president and vice-president.
2) Flea Market – VE3FFR
8. Reports:
a) RAC
b) Net Manager - VE3KFS
c) KARC Newsletter –
d) Web page - VA3KGB
e) Any other reports
9. Presentation: Rob, VE3RPF - Amateur Radio Accessories for the Home Brewer
10. Adjournment
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
January 3, 2007
Held at SMITTY'S RESTAURANT, back room
The meeting was opened at 7PM by Chip, VA3KGB
1. All members were introduced
2. MINUTES: Presented by Bill, VA3OL. It was moved by Bill, VA30L, that the minutes of the meeting of
December 2006 be accepted.. Seconded by Les, VE3KFS. CARRIED
3. TREASURER’S REPORT: Presented by Terry, VA3TRM. It was moved by Terry, VA3TRM, that the
Treasurer’s Report be accepted. Seconded by Doug, VE3FFR. CARRIED
4. OLD BUSINESS
a) 60th ANNIVERSARY DINNER
We will continue to investigate a joint 60th Anniversary Dinner with the Quinte Amateur Radio
Club and the Kingston Amateur Radio Club, to be held in Napanee on Saturday, April 28, 2007. The
clubs will jointly pay for the hall rental (Kingston’s portion $100) and each member will pay for his/her
own buffet meal. The estimated cost of the meal is $20 each. It was agreed that up to $200 be spent on
the event.
b) ELECTION:
A full slate of officers was obtained:
Ron, VE3IDW
- President
Les, VE3KFS
- Vice President
Bill, VA3OL
- Secretary
George, VE3GHK - Treasurer
Thanks to VE3FFR and VE3NWV who agreed to stand for election.
c) Les, VE3KFS is still looking for those who want to buy power pole connectors. E-mail Les if you
are interested.
d) 50/50 Draw
Won by Michael, VE3PRW, the winnings were $12.00
5: NEW BUSINESS
a) Club Assets: If you have a club asset please advise the executive of it’s serial number etc. so that it
can be included in the list.
Known assets: Kenwood 440, 2 meter Fox, generator, antenna analyzer, laptop, plus the
two 2-meter repeaters and related equipment.
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b) Rob, VE3RPF will give a presentation at the February meeting
c) Barry, VE3NWV has a LCD projector for use at club meetings. Contact Barry if you plan to give a
demo for the club meeting. Barry also agreed to be the Program Chairperson. Please let Barry know if you
would like to do a presentation or if you have any ideas on a topic.
d) Don, VE3MNE will try to find out who now owns the repeater site as the company has been sold.
e) All of the club call signs will be transferred over to Tom, VA3ZE. [ve3kbr, ve3kar, ve3uel]
f) A proposal was made to have a club breakfast on the last Saturday of the month at various sites. Les,
VE3FFS and Roy, VE3VJF will look into sites for the venue.
g) Roy, VE3VJF asked if the club wants an annual dinner: fall, Christmas or otherwise. Please let Roy
know your wishes.
h) NOTICE OF MOTION:
‘That the position of Vice President be a stepping-stone to the position of President. I.E.: When
elected to the position of Vice-President that person will automatically be President the following year.’
Exact motion and discussion at the next meeting.
6: REPORTS:
a) RAC: No report
b) NET MANAGER: VE3ClQ reported that participation continues to be good.
c) IRLP: No report
d) KARC NEWSLETTER: Joan is always looking for your stories and articles. Bill, VE3NFU
complimented Joan on another great newsletter.
e) Web pages: Chip is looking for pictures, articles etc for the website.
f) Publicity: Bill, VA3OL reported on a presentation given to students at St. Lawrence College.
g) Barry is still willing to sponsor a ‘ham’ class but only one person was interested this year. We need
publicity and will try for another class in the fall.
h) Repeater Committee: KBR continues to have relay problems and the 09 machine has RFI problems.
We are continuing to look for a new site.
i) Presentations: None
ADJOURNMENT: Moved by Roy, VE3VJF. CARRIED.
Bill Rumball, VA3OL
Secretary KARC
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